
   

 

   
 

 

Seamless blockchain enterprise integrations on 

Chainstack with Platform 6, the most comprehensive tool 

for the off-chain side of decentralized applications 

 

Singapore, 28 October 2020 – Although blockchain technology has been heralded as a 

disruptor of many industries, its innovation cannot happen at scale without collaboration and 

active participation from the enterprise world.  

This is because, while blockchain is at the core of a decentralized application, it represents 

only a fraction of the development effort needed to deliver the overall solution.  

Developers who want to bring blockchain technology to their companies are left with a complex 

patchwork of tools across platforms and legacy systems. 

Beyond the blockchain ledger and the smart contracts, a lot of off -chain components and 

features must be combined to create an enterprise-class decentralized application, such as 

user and data management, workflows, interaction with the blockchain framework and other 

systems, user interface, APIs, and more. 

Typically, developers have been building such applications by assembling open source and/or 

commercial components and gluing them together with custom code–making it a complex and 

time-consuming endeavor that requires a lot of development and testing. 

 

Thanks to Amalto Technologies’ Platform 6 comprehensive set of tools and services, 

developers are now able to build transactional blockchain applications in days or weeks 

instead of months.    

Paired with Chainstack’s suite of blockchain managed services, Marketplace add-ons, and 

APIs, blockchain developers will find their experience transformed, being able to build, deploy 

and scale their blockchain applications in a way that is enterprise-friendly, efficient, scalable, 

and flexible. 

“The goal of Chainstack is to help accelerate the adoption of blockchain technology by 

enterprises.” Laurent Dedenis, CEO of Chainstack, said. “The partnership with Platform 6 

marks a great step forward in realizing this vision, as it creates a robust bridge between the 

blockchain and the enterprise world. Chainstack demonstrates again its commitment to 

creating an ecosystem of blockchain managed services designed to provide a superior 

developer experience.”  

Emmanuel Thieriez, CEO of Platform 6, said: “We are thrilled about the partnership and the 

fact that Platform 6 is now listed on the Chainstack Marketplace. Both our solutions are 

enterprise-grade, blockchain-agnostic and share the same objective: making developers’ life 

easier, Chainstack thanks to its incomparable managed blockchain infrastructure that makes 

it so simple to deploy, manage and scale blockchain networks; and Platform 6 thanks to its 

unique set of features to develop, package and run the off -chain part of decentralized 

applications.”  

Platform 6 on Chainstack is available from today on the Chainstack Marketplace.  



   

 

   
 

 

### 

About Chainstack  

Chainstack makes it simple to launch and scale decentralized networks and applications for 
enterprises and developers through its managed blockchain services platform – complete with 
an intuitive user interface, seamless orchestration, and predictable pricing. We offer 
enterprise-grade tools and services that empower developers, solution providers, and 
consortia to safely experiment and run in production. By building on Chainstack, the time, cost, 
and risk involved with leveraging decentralized technologies can be reduced. With a secure 
API, membership management, and flexible deployment options, enterprises and developers 
can immediately accelerate and future-proof the development of their transformative solutions. 
Learn more at www.chainstack.com.  
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